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Grab a pen and journal if you need it. 
Prepare your space. 
Light a candle. B
urn some incense and
B R E A T H E....

YOU ARE AN AMAZING YOGA TEACHER.
 

You know it. I know it.  But running your yoga business can feel challenging because... Despite teaching a
lot of classes you're just not seeing the financial return coming through and you're not sure what to do to
make your business grow. I get it.... I've been there.  But there are ways to change this massively and this
is what we are going to be diving into in this masterclass. 

As we prepare to move through....

"The 5 Key Steps to Becoming Truly Self Sufficient as a Yoga Teacher".
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What is your monthly income goal?
If you have gone through my free training, perhaps you did the 'Soul Alignment Questionnaire'. What is
that amount you need? 

No judgment here, no amount is too big or too small. I know a lot of yoga teachers say they don't need
that much but just for a moment drop all yoga guilt and be honest with yourself……. 

How much would you love to be receiving each month? What is that amount that you need to live the
life you desire and truly deserve? 

WRITE IT HERE:
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What do you need to bridge the gap from your
current income to what you truly desire?
WRITE IT HERE:

STEP 1
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How different would your life be were earning that
amount?  eg. $5000 per month?
Think about how that would change things for you, your family, and your business? How would you be
showing up? How would you be serving? What kind of impact would that have? What kind of impact
would you be having? 

WRITE IT HERE:
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Who were you before you started your yoga journey? Be descriptive. 
How did you feel? 
How did you look? 
How did you act? 
How did you dress? 
How did you speak?
What was your day like?
What was your dominant mood?
What were your daily problems/ struggles?
What did you dream about?
What did you desire?
What did you fear?

Who were you before you started your healing
journey?
What is truly unique about the Yoga teaching Community is that most Yoga teachers have experienced
their own personal transformation before deciding to become a Yoga teacher. This is truly powerful and
you might not realise it but your journey and personal experience may be the master to unlock the pain
and struggle in someone else's life. Think about that for a second. Think about how powerful that is. 

You are your 'niche' and it's through our own journey and experience that we can make the most amount
of impact.  So tell me your story... Your 'Unique Yoga Love Story'. 

Ask yourself:
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STEP 2

Who were you?
WRITE IT HERE:



Who were you?
WRITE IT HERE:
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Who are you now?
 

Think about who you are now? What's changed? Tell me about her/ him?

WRITE IT HERE:
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What steps have you taken?
 

What steps have you taken to get from where you were then to where you are now?

These steps that you took on your healing journey are the steps of your High Ticket Transformational
Coaching Program.  (This is Your Unique Yoga Love Story).

Example: Step 1 Yoga, Step 2 Meditation, Step 3 Mindfulness, Step 4 Ayurveda, Step 5 Cycle Syncing
Etc.

WRITE IT HERE:
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My High Ticket Coaching Program Outline
 

WRITE IT HERE:
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Step 1/ Module 1

Step 2/ Module 2

Step 3/ Module 3

Step 4/ Module 4
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My High Ticket Coaching Program Outline
 

WRITE IT HERE:
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Step 5/ Module 5

Step 6/ Module 6

Step 7/ Module 7

Step 8/ Module 8
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⚡ Clearly define your niche
⚡ Do the essential market research to discover what your niche's problems 
⚡ Speak to these beautiful souls to learn what they deeply desire 
⚡ Clarify how you can help them (Your Unique Yoga Love Story)
⚡ Craft a powerful offer based on the results of your research 
⚡ Beta-test your offer to generate sales and to PROVE the amazingness of your program.

Reach out directly to friends, family, contacts who fall into your niche
Reach out to communities on social media and ask the open question 

How to Validate Your Offer
How to do this:

There are 2 key ways to start your market research 

1.
2.

Brainstorm all the places where you can start reaching out to people. And start to send out your Market
research questionnaire to build your pool of potential clients.

WRITE IT HERE:
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STEP 3
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Do you need to educate them?
Do they need to do some work?
Can you provide an interactive workbook?
Is there something that could give them a taste of who you are and what you offer?

Building your community of soul mate clients
The 2 most common ways are Facebook group and email list. 

How are you inviting people onto your list? We need to create something the marketing world call a
Lead Magnet. 

What are the key problems your people are experiencing and what are your solutions?

Ask yourself and your team in spirit: What do my people need to know to take the next step with me?

Example = You could create a 3 or 5 part mini-workshop. 

Really take the time to think about this. It's super important.

WRITE IT HERE:
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Powerful Soulmate client Magnet Ready
Automated funnel system set up to deliver Soulmate client magnet
System to grow community daily (Posts/ lives/ Emails) 
4-week content plan pre-created (Problems, Solutions, Tips, Desires, Inspirations etc)

Visualization/ Vision Board, 
Affirmations and journalling
Calling in your soulmate client meditation
Re-coding to the Effortless Way

Pre-Launch Plan Checklist
KEY STEPS - 2 Parts: The Masculine Strategy and the Feminine Energy Work

Masculine Strategy (Aligned Automation):

Feminine Energy Work (Energy Mastery):

Think about what parts you are missing and will need to create before your launch.

WRITE IT HERE:
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Rewiring to abundance
What holds so many yoga teachers back from standing in their full power is the fear of being seen,
feeling like an imposter, feeling like they should just be grateful they get to do a job they love and fear
being seen as a 'Bad Yogi' for wanting more.

When the deeper truth is your are worthy of so much more. Abundance is your natural birthright. It's
time for you to take back your power and start to fully embody your true self, shine your full spectrum
light on the planet and be the master creator you truly are.

Ask yourself honestly: 
What is or are the dominant thoughts that have been holding you back and keeping you stuck?

WRITE IT HERE:
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Rewiring to abundance - Journal your blocks
I have a whole process for this but you can start to work on this yourself at home using this shortened
version, a journal and a pen. 

Use your body wisdom. Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Feel your sit bones resting on the
chair or floors. Bring yourself into a meditative state and when you're ready remind yourself of that
thought, that is keeping you stuck. 

Ask yourself: How do you feel when you think that? Where do you feel it in your body? Does anything
bubble up? Any emotions? Feelings? Memories? Words? Images? There's no right or wrong here. 

Don't judge just journal whatever it is you felt. 

WRITE IT HERE:
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Rewiring to abundance - The truth will set you free
Question everything that you have written. 

Is this really true? Where is this coming from? Which archetype is speaking? 

What could be more true? 

This is the most important powerful question to ask yourself. We, for the most part, live in lies and
illusion. It's time to wake up to the empowering truth and start to rewire yourself back to the abundance
that is truly yours.

When we do this work, to locate and liberate the limiting beliefs and fears patterns that keep us stuck
and then reprogram ourselves to the higher truth. We not only start to stand in our full power. We make
more room for our Soulful Self (as Dr Sue Morter calls it) to embody our body. To let Soul lead. And to
run our lives free from the shackles of the shame, guilt, and fear that so often runs our lives for us.

Doing this work also makes you far more magnetic as we embody more of our true selves and more of
our light can shine through. This raises your vibration tremendously which makes you magnetic not just
to people but to what you truly desire also.

WRITE IT HERE:
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 My name is Niamh, I'm a Yoga Teacher, Soul-Led Business Coach, Digital Entrepreneur, and Best Selling Author on a
mission to help Yoga Teachers and Yogipreneurs create sustainable businesses that support them long term. 

 
Why do I do this? Because I struggled to survive as a Yoga Teacher and having worked for 10 years prior to teaching Yoga, as

a financial accountant building other people's businesses I wasn't prepared to take this lying down. I went in search of a
better way to do what I love and still live a life that is fulfilled on all levels and to have the freedom to truly serve from a cup

that's not just full but overflowing.  
 

Before Covid ever began, I recognized that there were vast opportunities for Yoga Teachers online and immersed myself
deeply in studying everything related to digital marketing, course creation, and multiple sources of income. I have trained
with some of the best marketers in the world and the paid marketing elements of my programs are now supported by my

amazing mentors who have launched some of the biggest names in the wellness industry. 
 

I've made it my mission to help Yoga teachers create a more sustainable business model that will support you financially
while utilizing your amazing gifts to create more impact and more freedom. We do this by tapping into the POWER of your
unique journey, experience, and message to create a deeply impactful high-value offers that will allow you to utilize all of
your exquisite existing skills and experience, charge more for your time, and truly GLOW with confidence in the gifts you

have to share with the world. 
 

This is my mission and I can't wait to personally support you on this journey.
 

ABOUT NIAMH 
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If you require further assistance please contact us
 

niamh@thedigitalyogini.com

FINAL NOTE 
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